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.. ' 
?o~~~e~ herewith is the initial evaluation of the possi~ility of cor-
rosion ol EP!COR II liners, wtich corrosion might result in loss of full 
integrit•f of the liners ~ith resultant leaka~e. Also, included below 
is other information related t~ this subject. 

It must be ~e~~~bere~ th3t l~aka~e of the liners would have onlv very 
mi~lmal consequences. This is because of the cumulative effect of 
several factors, such as: 

o The free water content of each liner can be expected (based on 
extensive :esting of the uewaterin~ procedure) to be less than 
l.j gallons--possibly approaching zero. 

o Radioactivity of residual water, based on experience with the 
EPICOR I and II systems, is expected to be minioal. 

o At worst, based on the attached evaluation, the loss of inte
grity, should it occur, \.'ould be onl:1 in the nature of ?in-hole 
leaks, not a failure that mi~ht alter the structural integrity 
of the liner. 

o The liners are stored in a hi~h-inte~rity, massive structure 
with internal drains and a sump, that \.'auld confine .1nv c redible 
leakage, conductin~ liquid to the sump from which it could be 
rc~oved !or apnropriate handlin~ and treatment. 

Perusal of the attached evaluation report will, we believe, make it 
apparent that, for the oara~eters which might contribute to the 
?OS~ibility of corrosion, the worst credible situation has been assumed. 
Even so, with this assumption of the worst a~Rressive possible combina
tion of variables, it i s concluded that only eiRht (R) nf the sixty
five (65) liners studied mi2ht fail sooner than twenty-five (25) years. 
Under the assumed conditions, these ei2ht liners mi~ht be oerfora·~d !n 
s~~e fifteen ( 15) co nineteen ( 19) ~onths. } ~D\ 
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Ho~ever, it is very likely that the oarameter that is the principal 
contributor to corrosion, the pH of Yater in the liner, is not at 
all likely to be as low in these eight liners as Yas assumed. The 
naterial in the liners was selected and located with the intent of 
assuring that the residual water would be over 5 pH. Saopling of ei~ht 
EPICOR I liners, in storage for up to one (1) year, shoYed that 
while the final effluent from the liner was as low as 3.3 pH, in all 
liners, the pH of the later samole was over 5. It, therefore, seems 
that ·there is assurance that the low oH values in the EPICOR II liners • 
effluen~ have not persisted, the pH has risen, and that corrosion 
rates are less than those used in the study. 

Every effort has been and continues to be made to gain information 
that would allow a more orecise assessment of conditions existing in 
these liners. Several programs such as: (l) Samoling EPICOR II Liners, 
(2) ~ore Exact Inte~rated Dose Calculation, (3) Exchange of Infor.nation 
w!th Epicor, Inc., and (4) Testing nesults from Various Resin Degrada
tion Stcdies, all pose as oroviding infor.nation that may improve the 
seneralized assumptions made in these evaluations. 

In addition to discussin~ and transmittin~ the evaluation report, 
this letter also discusses, below: 

o Resin integrated dose calculations 

o Liner Sampling ?ro~raQ 

o EP!COR II Liner Contingency Plans 

o Liner ::ta~inc; "o<!ulo! 

~IETALLURGICAL EVAL\.iATION REPORT 

A. LI~IER I~'TER~IAL ENV!RO~~!Em' ASSESSME~ 

The internal environment of an EPICOR resin liner is based upon such 
variables as cheoical, thermal, and radiation reactions. All variables 
must be accounted for when determining the environ~ent existin~ within 
a liner at any specified ti~e. Various assumptions have been cade in 
characterizin~ these reactions. A continuing effort is being cade 
toward verifying these assumptions. It is expected the liner saopling 
program, completion of the integrated dose calculation, and the exchange 
of information with Epicor, Inc., and the availability of ?enn State, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, and Brookh~ven National Laboratory (BNL) 
testing results will assist in this effort. 

B. LINER ~TALLURGICAL EVALUATION 

Following the categorization of the internal environment of the liners, 
a metallurgical evaluation was performed. This analysis included 
several assumptions while attemoting to determine ~hen a liner ~i~ht 
first be perforated. Since the assumptions are subject to change in 
the near future, the conclusions are also subject to change. The 
Attachment to this letter is the study from ~hich these conclusions 
were reached. 

As the internal environment of a liner is more accurately characteri:ed, 
this metallurgical evaluation will be updated to present an actual vs. 
a worst case condition. 
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RESIN INTEGRATED DOSE 

Verf general calculations of Integrated Dose have been made and reported 
to the NRC and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) personnel. These 
calculations were based on methods employed·by Georgia Institute of 
Technology.l As has been reported, these were considered preliminary 
until a more exact analysis had been completed. 

A method e~ploying a computer code has now been developed and bench 
~arked to actual liner radiation surveys. A discussion of this method 
will now be for~arded to the NRC ·by December 18, 1980. 

EPICOR LINER SA~LING PROGR&~ 

One effort in progress that will significantly aid in more precisely 
defining the internal environment of an Epicor liner is the liner sampling 
program. Two recent meetings with NRC representatives have been held 
discussing the details of this program; therefore, the details ace not 
provided herein. An updated summary is discussed: 

A. nil SA'-fPLING PROGRi\M 

The ~t! Sampling Program is proceeding with a liquid and gas sa~ple 
fro~ prefilter expected to be taken the latter part of December, 
1980. The prefilter and its storage location were insuected on 
November 21. 1980. A video tape of this inspection was ~ade. This 
inspection found the liner in excellent condition with nothin~ 
unusual observed . A test of the liquid and gas samoling procedure 
is expected during the week of December 1. 1980, in the EPICOR II 
Chemical Cleaning Buildin~. This test will verify the adequacy of 
the procedure. Some of the items which ~etEd/GPU are hoping to 
gain from this task are: 

o ~ater Sample and Analysis 

o Cas Sample and Analysis 

o Liner Cas Pressure 

o Internal and External Radiation Profile 

o Thorough External Liner Inspection with Video Tape 

Assumin~ no problems are experienced. with prefilter 16, prefilter 3 
will undergo the same snmp1in~ program at a later date. A contingency 
pl an h~s been developed should a water sample not be withdrawn . This 
plan involves adding an organic ~aterial to the liner which would 
liberate resin water of hydration. In this manner, this liberated 
water can then be re~oved from the liner by the underdrain system. 
This method allows water sampling, with the ~dded ~enefit of inerting 
a portion of the resin bed. 

1R. c. ~cFa rland, "The Effect of Car;:rna Radiation on Ion Exchange Resins 
and Activ:~ted Charcoal", Appendices A & B to Section 3 of T:ii-II-RR-6, 
nfi Unit 2 Recovery Quarterl1 Pro~ress Report to NRC for the Period 
Ending !-larch 31, 1980, ~etropolitan Edison Company, ~tiddletown, PA, 
pp. 3-18 to 3-40, 1980. 

'--------------------------
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S. DOE SAMPLING PROGRAM 

The DOE Liner Sampl!n~ Program has just recently gained full en
dorsement !rom the DOE and MetEd/GPU. This program should have 
significant progress in the near future, especially since the TMI 
Program should provide helpful information related to liner ~ndlin~ 
and insoection oethods. The DOE pro~ram is more inclusive than 
the TMI effort and will aid in characterizing the internal en~iron
ment of a liner and assessing the inte~rity of the liner. Since ~~C 
representatives have recently received a presentation on this 
effort, details are not provided herein. However, it is requested 
the NRC reply to MetEd/CPU letter, TLL 413, dated September 4, 
1980, regarding a waiver for shipment of non-solidified Epicor 
liners. Timely receipt of a waiver will remove an element of un
certainty from this program that currently exists. 

£PtCOR II LINER CO~~INCE~~-~~ 

As discussed previously, a leak of a liner, ~ven though it should occur, 
~ill have little consequence. Even so, should lt be decided that pre
ventive or corrective actions are warranted, ~fetEd/CPU has been 
considering what action might be taken should a problem exist. two (2) 
alternative ~ctions have been identified as follows : 

A. CHE.'1ICAL .\JlJUSTIIE~~ 

An investigation has been made into how the corrosiveness of resins 
mi~ht be adjusted by chemical means. This work has included 
contacting various resin experts as well as performing tests at TMI, 
CPU laboratory, and contractor facilities. This work involves 
addin~ an or~anic ~aterial to a resin bed. The re~ins chemically 
bind this caterial preferentially to the water of hydration, thereby 
liberating the water of hydration. In this manner, the medium 
within the liner which allows for the transfer of ions during corrosive 
reactions would be replaced with a material that would fall to act 
as a transferring medium. This action would make the bed essentially 
inert by retarding corrosive attack. Liberated uater would be re
ooved by deuaterin~ aethods. A major concern uith this procedure 
is ~he possibility of releasing the bound radioisotopes. A test 
was performed on a resin column previously used for verification of 
the Epicor resin ~ixes for processing the 'B' Reactor Coolant Bleed 
Tank (RCBT) . The column used for the test was scaled and loaded 
uith resins similarly to a prefilter. 250 ~i of 'B' RCBT water 
was passed through this column deuatered by draining. The organic 
material visibly dried the resins. The liberated water contained • 
only very lou concentrations of radioisotopes indicatin~ the radio
isotope to resin bond uas not altered si~nlficantly. 

The details of this option and exact oaterial selection have not been 
made, however, this option offers significant advantages. 

B. ADOITIONAL LINER BARRIER PROGRAM 

A second contin~ency plan involves placin~ the carbon steel liner 
into a container made of more corrosion resistant material. This 
container will provide an additional protective barrier to liquid 
loss around the sides and bottom of the liner. An engineering 
package will be develooed for this option. 
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LINER STAGING ~OOULE 

EPICOR liners h3ve been stored since removal from service. Two (2) 
items of interest are discussed below: 

A. ~OV~~NT OF LINERS 

Liners in the Interim Liner St~ging Area have been moved to the 
A ~nd/or B Liner Staging Module at the rate of t•JO (2) per week. 
This r~te h~s been constant over the past few weeks and should 
remain constantbearingadverse weacher conditions. It is of note 
that some of the oldest EPICOR II liners have alre~dy been moved. 
For example, prefilters 1, 2, 3, 4, ~nd S have been successfully 
moved. No irregularities or unusual conditions ~ere noted or 
experienced during these evolutions. 

B. STAGING ~ODULE SUMP WATER 

The 'A' and 'B' Liner Staging Modules share a common sump. This 
su~p collects liquids entering individual module cells or 
leakage directly into the sump. Design of the modules vas intended 
to preclude rain water introduction, however, it has been observed 
the sump level increases slightly during r~in. The sump w~ter 
has ~een recently analyzed by both ~I and offsite laboratories. 
This analysis has shown the presence of Tritium at a concentration 
of J X 10-s uc/m1 and Cesium 137 at 2 X lo-• uc/m!. For cornoarison, 
the ~C limits {10 CFR Part 20) for these isotopes in water dis
charge to restricted areas are, for Tritium, 3 X 10- 3 uc/~ and 
Cesium, 2 X lo-s uc/m!, many times higher than found in the sump. 
Four (4) possible scenarios have been identified which could 
explain how these isotopes entered the sump. 

1. One or more liners may well have been externally contaminated 
when in service. While in storag~. changing humidity and 
te~perature conditions could cause condensation resulting in 
the washing of this contamination to the sump. 

2. One or more liners may have been perforated releasin~ free 
standing water existing in the liner. This liquid would have 
been collected in the sucp. 

3. The heat generated by the deposited curies could cause a 
vaporization of the water of hydration of the resins. This 
vaporization could carry radioisotopes with it. Knowing 
the liners release gases at approximately·2 PSI these radio
isotopes could be released from the liner, then condensed in 
the s torage cell. This condensation would be collected in 
the sump. (While liners do not leak with up to 18 psig water 
pressure, they have been found to leak air through the threaded 
connections at 2 psig). 

4. As resins break down due to chcmic~l and radiation interraction 
gases are liberated. Although the gases themselves may not 
necessarily be radioactive, they could carry radioisotopes 
with them. These radioisotopes could be released from the liner 
and collected in the sump, similarly to ~ethod 3. 
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The precise mechanism has not been identified nor has any credible 
method been excluded. 

However, as the Interim Liner Staging Area is emptied, the 
storage cells are being studied with respect to contamination 
of the cells. To date, no contamination has been detected in 
the cells once containing resin liners. 

There is not, at present, any reason to believe a liner is leaking. To 
the contrary, both the above-described and attached metallurgical 
evaluation ar.d the studies of the Interim Liner Staging Area lead to 
the conclusion that the source of the comtamination in the sump is other 
than a perforated liner. 

Action is in progress to minimize further the introduction of rain water 
into the sump. The sumo will be pumped dry and any additional liquid 
introduction will be closely monitored. 

It is pre~ture to draw any conclusions concerning the low levels of 
contamination in the Staging Module Sump Water . ~etEd/GPU recognizes 
t he importance of identifying the source of this contamina.tion at the 
earliest possible date. The NRC will be kept advised of our activities 
in this regard. 

The above up-dates the NRC on current activities at nu-2 related to 
f.P!COR !I liner integrity. We ~ill continue co keep you informed. 

CKH :RtN:dnd 

Enclosure 

cc: Bernnrd J . Snyder 

l};rely, 
'c.~h--

Vice-President and 
Director, TMI-2 
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The contents of this study ar~ based upon available data at the tiae of 

issuance. Data which ~ay have a direct bearing upon the conclusions is 

expected in the i~ediate future. This data will include, but not be 

limited to, the Epicor Proprietary Disclosure~ data from liquid sacples to 

be taken from selected prefilters and the results of various resin de

gradation studies which are currently in p~ogress. The right to alte~ 

any portion is reserved. 



Introduction 

The integrity of the Epicor It Spent Resin Liners as affected by 

various internal enviro~ents ~ich are believed to exist at this time vas 

evaluat3d· Effluent data uas provided by ~I for the sixty-five liners which 

con~ined spent resin as of August, 1980. This data vas reviewed by· the CPUN 

Syste= Laboratory Chemistry Section 1n order to provide a basis for determining 

the n~ture of the environment which ~uld be present during storage. When 

additional liners are processed or when additional data regarding the ~,ternal 

enviroMent is developed, this data vill be evaluated and a revised report 
available 

issued. Analysis of the data currently/led to a classification of the internal 

er.vi~o~ent into four categories. These categories grouped the various environ-

:ents according to the corrosiveness to the A~: A36 carbon steel liner 

~ase caterial. A cooplete analysis of the environoents are contained in Attach-

~ent I. The oost aggressive environoent (category 4) postulated is a dilute, 

air saturated, hydrochloric and boric acid solution vith a pH o! approx~ately 

2.5 and very lov solids/salt concentration. 3ased on the dewatering technique 

utUhed (1 >, it has been de:~onstrated that a III&Xio\D of 1.5 ~allons of this 

snl ution can ~e expected to be on the floor of the liners. 

Although corrosion resistant coatings had been applied to the liner 

internals no nondestructive exa=inations were perfor=ed on the coatings after 

application. Subsequent exzoination of liner coatings onsite vith a holiday 

detector found the= to contain nu=erous defects, the analysis of the liner 

integrity, therefore, vas carried out assuoing that the 1.5 gallons of solution 

vere in direct contact vith a pinhole in the coating and that the carbon steel 

sub!>trate is currently being acted upon by the internal r.nviroment. This case 

would produce the earliest liner penetration as opposed to a liner vith no 

coating, vith a large patch of coating r~oved or a defect free coating. 

(1) T~I 2 Spent Resin Liner Devatering Study, April 1980. 
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Introduction (continued) 

Tests conducted onsite have also shown that the liners cannot be 

pressurized above 2 psig, thus eliMinating concerns from overp~essurizing the 

liners due to evolution of gases from the resina. 

Another case which needs to be addressed but vill not be discussed 

1n this report is direct contact of the resin beads vith the coating and/or 

the carbon steel vhen there is no free-standing vater. This vill be evaluated 

and vill be reported on at a later date. 

Conclusions 

1. Final effluent chemistry data for sixty-five liners have been 

reviewed and categorized in four groups representative of their inherent corrosive-

ness to the liners. These categories are : 

(1) Solutions With pH ~ S and conductivities ~ 50 Ulllhos. 

(2) Solutions vith pH ~ 5 and conductivities of 50-4000 u=hos. 

(3) Solutions vith pR 3.5-5.0 and conductivities < 70 w::lhos. 

(4) Solutions vith pR 2.5-3.5 and conductivities of 100-700 umhos. 

2. Category (4) is the most aggressive solution. Four liners fall 

into this category as follows: 

Liner Desisnation She Metal Thickness 

• PF-16 4' X 4' 1/2" - S/8" 

• PF-17 4' X 4' 1/2" - S/8" 

• PF-18 4' X 4' 1/2" - S/8" 

• PF-19 4' X 4' 1/2" - 5/8" 

Under the current vorst case conditions postulated, small pinhole 

penetration of liners could be predicted at the earliest in 15 =onths !or a 

112" liner and 19 ::onths for a 5/8" liner. This. hovever, is conservative 

considering the steady-state corrosion rate assumed is the initial high rate 

which would be expected to decrease to some lover value vith t1=e· 
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Conclusion (continued) 

3. Category (3). althouah the eolution 1a slightly higher in pH than 

category (4), 1t is still sufficiently lov that a alight drop in pH_ vill probably 

occur within pits producing corrosion ratea similar to category (4) · •. Uners in 

category (3) are as follows: 

Liner Desisnation ll!! Ketal Thicknesa 

• PF-40 4' X 4' 1/2"- 5/8" 

• PF-41 4' X 4' 1/2"- 5/8" 

• PF-42 4' X 4' 1/2"- 5/8" 

• PF-43 4' X 4' 1/2" - 5/8" 

These liners under verst case conditions could also be perforated in 

the 1 ~19 month period. 

4. For purpose of this analysis "wrst case" has been defined as 

a .01: hydrochloric: acid solution 3t 75° - Q0° F in direct contact ~th the 

carbon steel substrate via a pinhole defect L~ the coating. !he solution is 

air saturated, however, no intrusion of air into the container is predicted, 

therefore, with ti=e the oxygen concentration will decrease as it is consumed in 

the corrosion process. ~e corrosive attack is exrected to proceed in a pitting 

mode. 

5. Categories (1) and (2), which encoopass fifty-seven liners, have 

pH values in excess of 5. !hese liners are expected to have a life in excess 

of 25 years not counting any contribution to li~e by the coatins and ass~ing 

that resin degradation will not lower the pH. Attach:lent II describes the 

corrosion of these liners in oore deta 11. 

6. For those liners Where solutions are in contact only ~th the 

coatL~g and no defects are assuned, life expectancy for the coating would he 

conservatively on the order of ten years. '!his being the typical life of a 

coating in contact with d~ineralized vater with no coating maintenance. 
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Conclusion (continued) 

1. Long term resin degradation ia expected to release borate anions 

plu~ amines which are predicted to establish a buffering action and possibly 

raisa the pR of the solution. In this event the enviro~ent vill become 

less aggressive to the carbon steel substrate (see Attachoent I). 

Discussion 

The corrosion of the carbon steel sUbstrate for the types of environ

ments defined will be most significantly affected by the hydrogen ion concentra

tion (pH) and oxygen concentration of the solution. The oxygen concentration 

for the internal enviro~ents defined, however, will be the overriding factor 

influencing both short te~ and long term corrosion rates. As the concentrat!Dn 

of oxygen within the sealed li~er is depleted the corrosion rate will be decreased 

acco~dingly. !his factor will be most si~nificant for liners in categories (1) 

and (2) where the corrosion rate is sufficiently slow that aggressive pitting is 

not anticipatej but rather localized corrosion oay occur initially with a 

gradual spreading out of the corrosion with time. 

For category (4) liners, maximua corrosion rates for dilute aerated 

hydrochloric acid solutions would be on the order of 400 oils per year (mpy) 

as discussed in 'Corrosion and Corrosion Control•, 2nd Ed. ~owing that the 

thickness at the bottoa of the 4 I 4 liners is 500 mils (min), pinhole perfora

tion could occur ~~ as soon as 15 months assuming no coopetition for oxygen froo 

other locations within the liner which could decrease the available oxygen thus 

slowing th~ corrosion rate and that the env1ronnent is able to maintain the 

initial high corrosion rate. ~~intaintng this high corrosion rate for lone 

periods is unlikely but until the steady state rate can be adequately defined it 

is the most conservative approach. 

tn resard to cate~ory (3) liners, although the environnent is socewhat 

less aggressive if one considers pitting as the pr~ary mode of corrosion then 

~ 
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Discussion (continued) 

at pH J.S, it vould be necessary to assign a corrosion rate similar to that for 

category (4). 

Liners 1n categories (1) and (2) vith their assumed envirOQQents 

(pH ~ S) vculd be expected to experience corrosion rates on the order of 10 mpy. 

In this pH range, however, the formation of ferrous hydroxide is expected and 

this vill both slow th diffusion of oxygen and act to produce an alkaline envir

onment at the corroding surface. These factors vill minimize both the pitting 

rate and general corrosion. 

The potential for stress corrotion cracking to occur as well as hydro

gen embrittlement were also considered. These corrosion mechanisms, however, 

were dismissed at this time as the current environmental, material and stress 

parameters did not indicate those mechanisms would occur. As additional data 

is available to further define the internal conditions, these mechanisms will be 

reconsidered as necessary. 

tn discussions with the coating manufacturers, it vas learned that 

neither coatina utilized is recomcended for low pH environments; however, 

this recom=endation, in general, is based on concentrated acid solutions and not 

dilute solutions. The fact is that fev laboratory tests were conducted by the 

coating manufacturers in dilute acids and no test data exists for a 1% or less 

HCl solution. Tests in 1.5% oxalic acid at room temperature, however, ahoved no 

degradation in eight months on the Plasite 7155. Phenoline 368 tested in 1% 

citric acid at lJOOF and lSOOF shoved both acceptable and unacceptable results 

in ftifferent tests. It is the opinion of the coating vendors, however, that the 

dilute acid at ambient temperature will not be significantly more agressive than 

deo1neral1:ed water in terms of its effect on the coating but rather its effect 

on the carbon steel substrate due to exposure through coating defects or lons 

term permeation will be critical. Initial results from on-going CPU Laboratory 
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Discussion (continued) 

teats on the effects of the proposed vorat caae environment on the liner coatings 

has shovo no coating degradation in tvo months. It 1a our assessment that the 

coa~ings vill be unaffected in the near te~ by the aqueous eaviroament and can 

be expected to have a lifetime similar to that of coatings exposed to deainera

l1zed vater (approx. 10 years). Tbia aasesament , hovever. aay be altered based 

on the results of teats of resin beads 1D direct contact vith the coating in a 

non-aqueous environment. Although initially the coating most likely vill 

contribute to the overall liner iategrity. in the long term its effectiveness in 

preventing corrosion vill be nil. 

Recoomendations 

1. Liners in categories (3) and (4) vill require near term remedies to 

preclude leakage to the environment. Discussion should be com=enced to identify 

a satisfactory method for restoring long term integrity. Potential aolutions 

vould include :ethods to =edify the internal environment chemi~ally by raising 

pH or scavenging oxygen. 

2. Efforts should be made to sample the liquid remaining in liners in 

categories (3) and (4) initially folloved by categories (1) and (2) to confirm 

or disprove the current hypothetical environments. This data vould afford a 

mere definitive analysis. If possible, gas sa=ples should also be taken to 

determine if hydrogen is being produced or other gases which might indicate 

degradation of the resin beads. 

3. Contingency plans need to be developed in the event leakage can 

result from corrosion to the liner. This might be beat accomplished by desig

ning a corrosion resistant container into vhich the current liners can be 

placed. 

4. After the effluent sample has been analyzed •s recommended in 1te~ 

2. Electrochemical corrosion tests should be conducted to determine the actu•l 

corrosion rates vhich can be expected [ros the actual liner environment. 
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Recommendations (continued) 

5. Once the resina have been identified vhich exist inside the liners, 

laboratory tests should be conducted exposing carbon steel coupon~ to resins of 

the same type a•~d condition under the influence of a radiation source producing 

~ doae rate equivalent to that inside the liners. The coupons should include 

stressed samples as vell as welded samples. 



A TUCHMENT I 

Evaluation of Internal Environment 

£picor Liners for Storage of 

Spent Resins 

K. H. frederick 
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TWo basic sets of conditions must be considered in order to make a 

complete evaluation of environmental conditions vithin the resin· liners 

vhich are ~mployed for treatment of radioactive wastes at Three Mile 

Island. The first consideration is the chemistry of the free•atanding 

liquidsand gasses vhich remain in the cask vhen it is placed in sto=age . 

!he second consideration is the changes vhich materials vithin the liner 

vill undergo. These changes vill consist largely of resin decomposition 

from normal aging or from radiation effects. Both of these processes 

represent long-range concerns. 

Chemistry data from ~ore than sixty liners has been evaluated and 

the results have been e~ployed to characterize the conditions inside 

sto~ed liners. txperi~ental data indicates that folloving routine de

watering, a maximuo of 1.5 gallons of liquid remain in the bottom of a 

liner. For purposesof evaluation, it is conservatively assumed that 

this liquid vill have the same chemical composition as the last process 

liquid vhich vas measured at the effluent of the liner during service. 

Tables One, Two and Three contain tabulations of the final effluent 

data for the £picor II liners used in the evaluations. Initial examin

ation of the data suggests four general categories vhich are as foll~·s · 

. 1. Liners in this category are characterized by lev conductivity 

effluent and pH values in the range of 5 or great£r. Conduct

ivity values are generally less than 50 umho and range down 

• 
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to less than 1 umno. This range of pH and conductiviti values 

sugges~a solution of boric acid in demineralized water .with 

minute quantities of neutral salta. Conductivity values 

toward the higher aide of this range suggest the presence of 

slightly greater quantities of dissolved salts . 

2. These liners contain primarily mixtures of salts. The pH 

value ranges from approx. 5 to 8 with the majority in the 

range of 7. Conductivities range from 50 to 4000 umho with the 

n:ajorit:; falling betvee.1 200 and 2000 umho. 

3. Liners in this category contain very dilute mixtures of neutral 

salts and strong acids. pH values range from 3.5 to 5.0 and 

conductivities are less than 70 umho. 

~. This category also contains liners with mixtures of neutral 

salts and strong acids but is somewhat less dilute than those 

described in Category 3. pH values range from 2.5 - 3.5 and 

conductivities from 100 - 700 umho. 

For purposes of evaluating actual concentrations of the various 

constituents of solutions. the predominant salt was assumed to be sodium 

chloride and the strong acid hydrochloric acid. .~~ere the pH values were 

lower than could be attributed to boric acid concentrations corresponding 

to =easured boron concentrations. hydrochloric acid was assumed to be 

~resent and a concentration was calculated from the pH vnlues. A conduc-
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tivity value vas assigned to the calculated aci~ concentration !nd the 

difference betveen this calculated conductivity and the measured. conduc

tivity vas aaaumed to result from contribution by aodiuc chloride. Vhen 

pH values vere neutral, sodium chloride vas aaaumed to be the sole contrib-

utor to conductivity. Equivalent conductances are from "CRC Handbook of -
Chemistry and Physics, 50th ed." and values from the 0.02 gram equivalents/ 

1000 cubic em column vere used. Folloving is a listing of the conditions 

vhich were assumed in :.king the analysis of each category: 

Catesorv 

Parameter 1 2 3 I. 

pH s.o 7.C 3.5 2.5 

Conductivity, Ul:lho so 2000 70 700 

Boron, as ppm 3 750 1500 950 11.00 

Sodium, ppm 1.0 200 1.0 2.0 

Accordinsly, the conditions in liners from each category should approx-

imate the fo11oving : 

Categorv 

Paraoeter 1 _L _L I. 

Boric Acid, v7. 0.45 o.ss o.ss 0.8 

Hydrochloric Acid, v': NP(1) NP(1) 0.001 0.01 

Sodium Chloride, vl 0.002 0.1 ~p(l) NP(l) 

(1 ) Not present 
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Since thue is e :·idence of strong acid presence in categories 3 and 4, 

a calculation vas made to determine the mass of iron vhich could be dis

placed by the 1.5 gal. =ax. of _ the solution assumed to be present (from 

the CPU dewatering report) at the bottom of the liner. This quantity of 

iron would amount to approx. 0.1 1 for liners in Category 3 and approx. 1 g 

for liners in Category 4, after vhich the acid would be spent. 

A second consideration is the effect of oxygen remaining in the liner 

after it is sealed. Oxygen contained in free space at the top of the liner, 

that present in void sp•ces between dewatered resin beads and dissolved 

oxygen present in the vater of hydration vere considered. A free space of 

18 inches a: the top of each liner and a void volume of 40% were assumed . 

A dissolved oxygen content of 8 ppm was assumed for the vater of hydration 

and water of hydration volumes of 125 and 450 gal. ~ere assumed for the 

4 x 4 and 6 x 6 liners. These assumptions would yield approxicately 270 g 

(0.6 lb) of cotGl oxycen in a 4 x 4 liner after closure and 800 g (1.86 lb) 

in a 6 x 6. 

The oxygen present within liners would ultimately be expected to 

react vith either materials within the liner or vith exposed portions 

of the metal liner itself. The conservative assumption vould be that all 

of the oxygen reacts vith the liner. Although a seri~& of intermediate re-

actions vould be expected to take place, the final products should be iron 

oxides. Initially, Fe203 should be the predominant species. As the oxygen 

tn the liner is depleted, formation of Fe304 would be favored. In actuali ty, 
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Initial decrosslinkage of the cation resins vould probably not resul t 

in any pH changes, since the functional groups vould remain unaffected . 

H~re severe degradation vould destroy the functional groups releaiing sulfur 

c~unds and the associated cation. Since sodium is the major cationic 

constituent, neutral compounds sucb as sodium sulfate vould result vith no 

depression of pH values. 

Since it appears that radiation results in s~lar deco~position products 

to those produced by chemical agents, it is not anticipated that the environ

mental changes to the liner interiors vould be si;nificantly different than 

those vhich would result from normal resin decomposition due to aging . 

Radiation decomposition is believed to result from the effects of peroxides 

~hich are produced by irradiation of vater associated vith the resin and, 

perhaps. to a lesser extent from direct cleavage of =oleeule bonds by the 

radiation . According to Cohen (1)• the formation of peroxides occurs when 

reducing and oxidizing radicals. are spatially separated and exist at high 

concentrations. This condition would exist only in the presence of very high 

beta-g~ exposure races. neutron exposures or as the result of other re

actions such as n. alpha vhich possess very high linear energy transfer values. 

At lower densities of energy absorption. the recombination reaction v~ll be 

favored and peroxide l evels should be minimal. This condition is expected 

to exist vithin the stored liners. 

(lj Cohen, Paul. ·~ater Coolant Technology of Power Reactors", Cordon and 

Breach Science Publisher, New York, 1969. 
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some combination of the tvo oxides vould be expecteJ. 

Assuming no reaction vith anion reain vhich is stored in a iiner 

the oxygen could be expected to react vith the quantitiea of iron des-

cribed in the table belov. 

4 X 4 270(0.6) 

6 X 6 800(1,76) 

628(1.38) 706(1.56) 

1788(3.94) 2093(4.61) 

Competition from anion resin would be expected to reduce these quanti• 

ties significantly, especially if the epoxy coating of the liner did not have 

an initial defec:. 

Long-ter= resin degradation will contribute to changes in t.he internal 

environment of the liners. Normal decomposition and radiation induced ~e-

coaposition are potential contributors. It is assumed that both vill result 

in similar products of decomposition. The anion resin appears cost vulnerable 

vith the breakdown mechanism beins loss of functionality . The cation resin 

is significantly more resistant and is likely to suffer loss of cross linkage 

as its primary decomposition mechanism. 

Loss of anion functionality vould result in the release of the associated 

anion and various amines such as trimethylamine. Since the predominant 

anions are berates, which are buffers.- and the amines :1re alkaline in nature, 

such decomposition would benefit the liner environment by buffering strong 

acids and/or raising the pH • 

..---:=:~"&" .... 
· )' 
·; 



TABLE OS£ 

PREFILTER S~Y 

Final Final Final 
_!L ....£!!._ Cond 1 umho Saa ~E:n Rz EECI • Categorv 

PF- 1 5.15 3.22 <a 672 1 

PF-2 6.44 14.5 12 728 1 

PF-3 7.33 202 19 1160 2 

PF-4 8.0 942 10 822 2 

PF-5 8.27 3980 <l 656 2 

PF-6 7. 57 1220 150 517 2 

PF-7 7.09 365 3 1984 2 

PF-8 7.36 235 24 1109 2 

PF-9 7.58 342 27 1298 2 

PF-10 7. 92 24.6 1.8 76 1 

PF-11 8. 05 0 . 45 <1 <10 1 

i'F-12 7.87 1100 104 1568 2 

PF-13 7.7 1220 180 1807 2 

PF-14 8.08 1900 420 1460 2 

PF-15 7.75 1300 115 1552 2 

PF-16 2.79 700 <l 1392 4 

PF-17 3.52 140 <1 1320 4 

PF-18 3.39 180 6.6 1298 4 

PF-19 3.13 300 <l 1353 4 

PF-20 4.89 7. 2 ::! 259 1 

• PF-21 6, 3 84.5 4.3 801 2 

PF-22 5. 28 3.15 < l 498 l 

PF-23 7. 56 2100 180 2770 2 

PF-24 4.95 7.76 <1 801 l 

PF-25 5.07 10.86 <l 686 1 
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Find Final Final 
_lL ..2!L Cond 1 umho Na 1 22m Bz 22m Categorv 

PF-26 4.96 13.1 1.23 757 1 

PF-27 4.82 6.31 <1 779 1 

PF-28 7.19 440 35 1514 2 

. 
PF-29 5.55 18 4 757 1 

PF-30 5.0 6.68 <1 763 1 

PF-31 5.12 4.6 <1 965 1 

PF-32 5.19 4. 12 <1 963 1 

PF-33 5. 66 1.86 <1 595 1 

PF-34 4.70 9 . 25 <1 920 1 

PF-35 5.34 3.40 <1 693 1 

PF-36 5.43 3.15 1.5 985 1 

PF-37 5.08 4.6 2.1 963 1 

PF-38 5.13 :..o <1 1039 1 

PF-39 5. 53 8.5 <1 909 l 

PF-40 4.0 41.3 <1 930 3 

PF-41 3.8 55 <1 985 3 

PF-42 4.7 9.63 <1 952 3 

PF-43 3.67 69.0 < l 1017 3 

PF-44 7.6 370 100 433 2 

P:'-45 6.89 230 88 757 2 

PF-46 6.05 140 38 822 2 



TABLE TWO 

DEMINERALIZER 11 (DF) SUMMARY 

Final Final Final 
__!L ~ Cond, umho Na, ppo B, ppm Category 

DF-1 5.27 2.25 <1 600 1 

DF-2 5.87 l. 74 1.9 486 1 

DF-3 5.56 55.7 <1 577 2 

DF-4 8.62 58 9.8 75 2 

DF-5 7.11 77 6.0 901 2 

DF-6 6.37 0.7 <1 22 1 

DF-7 7.21 0.405 <1 < 10 1 

DF-8 7.56 935 120 2066 2 

DF-9 7.66 1025 110 1926 2 

DF-10 5.56 4.62 <1 1428 1 

DF-ll 6.93 730 75 3354 2 

DF-12 5.24 3.15 <l 995 l 

DF-13 .5.53 3.0 <1 995 l 



TABLE THllEE 

DEMINERALIZER 12 (DS) SUMMARY 

Final Final Final 
. 10 ..J!1L. Cond, umho Na, ppm B, ppm Catesorv 

DS-1 5.68 1.82 <1 420 1 

DS-2 5.18 2.91 <l 893 1 

DS-3 6.21 0.53 <l 15.1 l 

DS-4 6.92 0.56 <l ll l 

DS-5 5.28 3.95 <1 1385 1 

DS-6 5.34 3.10 <l 736 l 



A'!!AClU-l!NT II 



ATIACHKENT It 

Corrosion of Carbon Steel Liners in Catesories (1) and (2) 

The effect of pH on the corrosion rate of carbon steel in aerated 

demineralized vater is ai&nificant, as can be aeen in Figure 1. I~ is readily 

apparent that between pn 4 to 10 Where the pH is aormally expected . ;o be inaide 

the liners, that the corrosion rate is relatively uniform aad on the order of 

~0 mils per year. 

For the purpose of defiaing the theoretical maximum amount of iron 

vhich can be corroded by a puddle of vater on the tank floor under the above 

conditione the following aasumptioas vera made: 

1. The amount of oxygen vhicb exists inside the liaer is equal to 20% 

of the volume of air vhich vould be present inside the liner assuming the resin 

alre•dy occupies 40% of the volume and that no in-leakage of air vill occur one~ 

the liner is sealed. 

2. For solutions in categories (1) and (2) the tota~ amount of corrosion 

vill be dependent only on the amount of oxygen available. 

Stoichiometric calcul3tiona indicate approximately 4.6 pounds of iron can 

be converted to Fe304 in a 6 X 6 liner at tne time oxygen is depleted. With 

iron having a density of .28 lbs/cu. in. approximately 15 cubic inches of metal 

could be dissolved. This dissolution can occur over • variety of ar~as and vill 

depend on the size of the corrosion initiation site and the progreaaion of the 

corroaion laterally under the coating increasing the area of attack. Other 

factors affecting the corrosion rate vould be the gradual depletion of oxygen in 

the system and the build up of corrosion products sloving the diffusion of 

oxxgen to the corroding surface. Both these phenomena vill tend to slow the 

corrosion reaction belov the estimated 10 mpy. 

Based on this assessment, perforation of the liners in categories (1) 

and (2) could occur in approximately 25 years. This is unlikely, however, as 

the corrosion rates vill be decreasing vith time as oxygen depletes. Also as 
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Corroaion of Carbon Steel Liner• in Categories (1) and (2) (continued) 

the corrosion spreads out to larger areas, there vill not be sufficient oxygen 

to produce complete penetration. In addition, this analysis aasume~ uo adverse 

chanses 1n the env iroDIIIent v1 th tiae. 'lbe liner bot toe , however, may have 

been wakened in the corroded aru depending on how long the solutioc has 

been tn contact with the steel and precautions may have to be taken to prevent 

accidental perforation if the liner were ever lifted . Hovever, at a 10 mil 

per year corrosion rate this is not a near te~ concern. 
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